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Histomic and transcriptomic features of MRI-visible and invisible clinically significant prostate cancers are associated with prognosis
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Abstract

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is increasingly used to triage patients for prostate biopsy. However, 9% to 24% of clinically significant (cs) prostate cancers (PCas) are not visible in MRI. We aimed to identify histomic and transcriptomic determinants of MRI visibility and their association to metastasis, and PCa-specific death (PCSD). We studied 45 radical prostatectomy-treated patients with csPCa (grade group [GG]2-3), including 30 with MRI-visible and 15 with MRI-invisible lesions, and 18 men without PCa. First, histological composition was quantified. Next, transcriptomic profiling was performed using NanoString technology. MRI visibility-associated differentially expressed genes (DEGs) and Reactome pathways were identified. MRI visibility was classified using publicly available genes in MSK-IMPACT and Decipher, Oncotype DX, and Prolaris. Finally, DEGs and clinical parameters were used to classify metastasis and PCSD in an external cohort, which included 76 patients with metastatic GG2-4 PCa, and 84 baseline-matched controls without progression. Luminal area was lower in MRI-visible than invisible lesions and low luminal area was associated with short metastasis-free and PCa-specific survival. We identified 67 DEGs, eight of which were associated with survival. Cell division, inflammation and transcriptional regulation pathways were upregulated in MRI-visible csPCas. Genes in Decipher, Oncotype DX and MSK-IMPACT performed well in classifying MRI visibility (AUC = 0.86-0.94). DEGs improved classification of metastasis (AUC = 0.69) and PCSD (AUC = 0.68) over clinical parameters. Our data reveals that MRI-visible csPCas harbor more aggressive histomic and transcriptomic features than MRI-invisible csPCas. Thus, targeted
1 | INTRODUCTION

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second most common cancer in men globally.\textsuperscript{1} Guidelines recommend pre-biopsy multi-parametric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and targeted biopsies (TBx) with or without systematic biopsy.\textsuperscript{2} PCAs are histologically graded according to the International Society of Urological Pathology grade group (GG) system.\textsuperscript{3} Most men are diagnosed with GG2-4 PCa.\textsuperscript{4} Most studies are, however, conducted with non-case-matched cohorts, that is, low-grade MRI-invisible cancers are compared to baseline-matched MRI-invisible PCas. On transcript level, MRI-visible and invisible PCas had differential gene expression. Both, low luminal area, and gene expression in MRI-visible PCas were associated with poor prognosis. Proliferation, inflammation and transcriptional regulation was upregulated in MRI-visible PCas. Prognostic panels were able to classify MRI-visibility. Targeted biopsy of visible lesions might be enough for accurate risk stratification of MRI-positive patients.

Specifically, men with concurrent visible and invisible lesion may have their invisible lesions overlooked due to an overall positive MRI finding generated by the visible lesion(s).\textsuperscript{15}

Therefore, our aim was to study PCa histomic and transcriptomic characteristics associated with MRI visibility of PCa in a cohort with matched GG, pathological stage and prostate-specific antigen (PSA) on a per-lesion level. Transcriptomic signatures associated with tumor visibility were compared with expression of genes included in PCa risk stratification panels. Finally, we studied the association of the signatures to clinical outcomes of PCa, in an external case-control study with matched baseline characteristics.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

We studied a subset of PCa patients in the Finnprostate registry study combining Finnish national registry and hospital data. In an earlier study, we identified all men with a preoperative MRI undergoing robot-assisted laparoscopic RP (n = 387) at HUS Helsinki University Hospital (HUS), during 2014 to 2015.\textsuperscript{16} From these data, 30 patients were selected based on having an MRI-visible csPCa index lesion, defined as GG ≥ 2 at final pathology and having the highest PI-RADS score. Of these, 10 had PI-RADS 3, 10 had PI-RADS 4 and 10 had PI-RADS 5 lesions. Another 15 patients were selected based on having at least one MRI-invisible csPCa lesion, defined as GG ≥ 2 at final pathology. Further, the selected invisible lesion for the study was defined as the largest lesion in the RP specimen not recorded in the prostate MRI report, that is, “PI-RADS 0.” Patients with an invisible lesion also had zero to three MRI-visible lesions. The cohort also included 19 benign controls, two of which were RP specimens without histology-confirmed PCa, and 17 trans-urethral resections from MRI-negative prostates due to benign prostatic hyperplasia in the years 2015 to 2018. Power calculations were not performed before initiation of the study.

Histological slides were re-evaluated by three expert uropathologists (Tuomas Mirtti, Stig Nordling and Kevin Sandeman) and representative areas were annotated for tissue sampling. Formalin-fixed
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues were sampled to a tissue microarray (TMA) and for RNA extraction. In the end, one benign sample was excluded from analyzes due to outlier transcript counts. REMARK

### Table 1: Baseline characteristics of the study cohort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Visible</th>
<th>Invisible</th>
<th>Benign</th>
<th>Visible vs invisible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample type, n (%)</td>
<td>RP</td>
<td>TURP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 (100)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (11.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr.) Mean (SD)</td>
<td>62.7 (7.1)</td>
<td>62.7 (5.6)</td>
<td>64.9 (8.4)</td>
<td>P = 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor GG, n (%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19 (63.3)</td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
<td></td>
<td>P = .008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum TMA punch GG, n (%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 (13.3)</td>
<td>13 (43.3)</td>
<td>9 (30.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (10.0)</td>
<td>2 (13.3)</td>
<td>1 (6.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (3.3)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pT stage, n (%)</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T3a</td>
<td>T3b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22 (73.3)</td>
<td>7 (23.3)</td>
<td>1 (3.3)</td>
<td>P = 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesion location, n (%)</td>
<td>Peripheral zone</td>
<td>Transitional zone</td>
<td>Anterior fibromuscular stroma</td>
<td>Central zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29 (96.7)</td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
<td>12 (40.0)</td>
<td>2 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 (50.0)</td>
<td>3 (20.0)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 (40.0)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 (6.7)</td>
<td>3 (20.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI tumor volume (ml)</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>1.05 (1.3)</td>
<td>10.0 (4.8)</td>
<td>P = .027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor diameter in PAD (mm)</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>21.5 (11.0)</td>
<td>16.0 (3.0)</td>
<td>P = .027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Surgery PSA (ng/ml)</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>9.5 (5.3)</td>
<td>8.1 (5.1)</td>
<td>12.7 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA-density (ng/ml/cm³)</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.25)</td>
<td>P = .21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC (μm²/s)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>628 (187)</td>
<td>919 (229)</td>
<td>P &lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histological variant, n (%)</td>
<td>Mucinous</td>
<td>Foamy cell</td>
<td>Cribriform</td>
<td>Ductal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 (26.7)</td>
<td>4 (13.3)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 (53.3)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (6.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemical recurrence, n (%)</td>
<td>5 (16.7)</td>
<td>3 (20.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td>P = 1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; GG, grade group; IQR, interquartile range; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PSA, prostate-specific antigen; pT stage, pathological TNM eighth edition cancer stage; RP, radical prostatectomy; TMA, tissue microarray; TURP, transurethral resection of the prostate.

*Prostate imaging-reporting data system (PI-RADS) 3 (n = 10), PI-RADS 4 (n = 10), PI-RADS 5 (n = 10).

Sum of percentages may go over 100%, since lesions extended to multiple prostatic zones.

Diagram illustrating the flow of patients through the study can be found in Figure S1. The baseline characteristics of patients included in the analyses are described in Table 1.
2.2 | Case-control study for assessing clinically relevant outcomes

A previously described retrospective pre-MRI-era case-control cohort was used to assess metastasis-free survival (MFS) and cancer-specific survival (CSS) during an 11-year follow-up. The study included 160 patients with localized GG2-4 PCa at RP. Seventy-six of the men, representing cases, had metastatic progression during the follow-up and 49 of them died of PCa. Eighty-four men with baseline-matched disease, representing controls, had no metastatic or lethal progression during the follow-up. RNA had previously been extracted from FFPE blocks and was analyzed using the same methodology as for the current study cohort.

2.3 | Clinical MRI protocol and re-evaluation

The imaging was performed with a 3 T Philips Achieva device, and the protocol derived from PI-RADSv1, which was the guideline version at the time of the scans. The MRI included sagittal, axial and coronal T2 weighted (T2WI) and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) with apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)-maps and dynamic contrast enhancement (DCE) sequence. The slice thickness was 3 mm for T2WI and DWI, and 4 mm for DCE. The T2WIs were obtained with turbo-spin-echo (TSE) sequence covering the whole prostate gland and seminal vesicles. The DWI utilized b-values 0, 100 and 800 for calculating ADC-maps, and b-value 2000 was scanned separately for tumor detection. The DCE imaging was performed with an intravenous gadolinium-based contrast agent (Dotarem, 0.2 ml/kg, 2 ml/s) with the temporal resolution of 8 s and a total acquisition time of 2.5 min to detect early enhancement. The DCE data were visually assessed and further analyzed using the scanner's software to produce signal-intensity curves of each detected lesion. The findings were reported in a structured manner presenting the number of lesions (max 4), location (sector map) and size (volume and max diameter) of each lesion, and local radiological staging (capsule contact length, extraprostatic extension, seminal vesicle invasion and lymph node metastasis).

The MRI scans were re-evaluated by a radiologist (JP) and ADC values were collected. The ADCs of the MRI-visible lesions were determined by measuring the lowest ADC of the apex, middle and base of the tumor. The ADCs of invisible lesions were measured from three subsequent slides based on their corresponding topographical locations in the histological RP slides. In the end, the ADCs measured from the middle slides were used in analyzes.

2.4 | Construction and analysis of the TMA

Two punches with a 1 mm diameter from representative tissues adjacent to those sampled for RNA analyses were transferred into TMA FFPE blocks. TMA sections of 3.5 μm were stained with hematoxylin and eosin in a clinical laboratory (Huslab, Helsinki, Finland). The TMA slides were scanned using Pannoramic 250 Flash III scanner (3DHISTECH, Budapest, Hungary) and scans dearrayed. The de-arrayed cores were visually assessed by an uropathologist and a non-pathologist researcher (TM, TPL) for GG and histological variants. Then, QuPath v0.41 pixel classification was used for classifying and measuring epithelium, stroma and background using pixel classifier models. Eight models were trained to account for variance in staining intensity. All available features were used for classification. Annotations to train the models and the classification results were checked by a non-pathologist researcher (TPL). Finally, the segmentations were cleaned by annotating over the segmentation masks and measuring the number of incorrectly classified pixels. This number was then subtracted from the incorrect segmentation and added to the correct segmentation area. Luminal area was calculated from background by measuring the area of each TMA core and subtracting pixels in the background segmentation from outside of the core. Two TMA cores in the primary cohort, and three in the secondary cohort, were excluded due to being missed and containing no cancer.

2.5 | RNA extraction and transcriptomics analysis

RNA extraction and analysis were performed as published previously. Briefly, one to two 1 mm diameter cores were extracted from each annotated lesion and were deparaffinized, homogenized and proteinase K digested. RNA was extracted using QIAsymphony (QIAGEN, Venlo, Netherlands) RNA kit and concentration assessed using RiboGreen kit (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA). RNA integrity (1.00-2.70, mean = 2.29, SD = 0.31) was measured with Agilent Bioanalyzer kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). The transcript counts were measured with Nanostring nCounter (NanoString Technologies, Seattle, WA) platform at the DNA Sequencing and Genomics Laboratory, Institute of Biotechnology, University of Helsinki, Finland. Transcripts were detected by overnight incubation with Reporter and Capture CodeSet probes, specific to 794 cancer-related genes, six housekeeping genes, eight spike-in negative and six positive controls. The CodeSet contained the genes included in the commercially available PCa risk stratification panels including Decipher (Veracyte, San Diego, CA), Oncotype DX (Exact Sciences, Madison, WI), Prolaris (Myriad Genetics, Salt Lake City, UT), and the pan-cancer mutational panel MSK-IMPACT (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY).

2.6 | Statistical analysis

Quality control for transcript analyses were performed in nSolver Analysis Software (NanoString Technologies), v. 4.0.70. Other analyses were performed in R, v.4.2.1 (R Development Core Team, Vienna, Austria). Continuous clinical variables were analyzed with Student’s two-tailed t-test if they were normally distributed in the Shapiro-Wilk test. Mann-Whitney U-test was used for non-normal continuous and ordinal data. Dichotomous variables were studied with Fisher’s test. Spearman correlation was analyzed between tissue
areas and ADC. Mean tissue component areas were calculated from the two TMA cores of each patient before using Mann-Whitney U-test.

Positive control linearity and coefficients of variance for housekeeping genes were calculated. Limit of detection (LOD) was defined as mean of negative controls and genes with mean expression under LOD were excluded. Upper-quartile normalization was performed, and factors of unwanted variation estimated using housekeeping genes. Counts were then variance stabilizing transformed.

Hierarchical clustering of samples was performed using the complete-linkage method and Kendall correlation distance. The clustering performance was measured by comparing the clusters to study group labels using adjusted Rand index (ARI) with the tree split to two and three clusters.

Counts of visible and benign samples were separately compared to invisible samples in differential expression analysis. The differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were defined as Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted \( P(\text{adj}) < .05 \) in Wald test and \( \log_2(\text{fold change}) \geq 0.585 \). Reactome pathway analysis was performed for up- and downregulated DEGs. The pathways were filtered using \( P(\text{adj}) < .05 \).

The associations of TMA core-derived tissue areas, and DEGs, with survival were separately analyzed in the case-control study with Kaplan-Meier. Patients were stratified for survival analysis based on higher or lower than median tissue area or DEG expression, respectively. Event-free survival was defined as days between RP and the detection of metastases or PCa-specific death (PCSD), respectively, or as the time between RP and the last recorded patient contact. \( P \) values were Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted.

Random forests (RFs) were trained to classify MRI visibility using DEGs, and the transcripts included in the commercial risk stratification panels. The data was split into training (67%) and validation sets (33%). Ten times repeated 3-fold stratified cross-validation was used during training and hyperparameter tuning and AUC was used to measure classification performance. Hyperparameters \( \text{mtry} \; (1-1.5 \times \sqrt{n}) \) and minimum node size (1-5) were tuned. Synthetic minority oversampling technique was used inside folds of training data. RFs were similarly trained to classify metastasis and PCSD in the case-control study with six times repeated 5-fold stratified cross-validation. DeLong method was used to calculate confidence intervals for AUCs. Survival analysis was performed by separately comparing the true survival of those with RF predicted metastatic and lethal disease to those with no predicted endpoint.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Clinical characteristics do not explain differences in MRI visibility

We first evaluated whether MRI visibility could be explained by clinicopathological variables (Table 1). As expected, the visible lesions had higher GG and lower ADC values \( (P < .01 \) for both) than the invisible lesions. The differences in tumor pathological stage, preoperative PSA or PSA-density (PSA-D) were statistically insignificant. Moreover, the invisible lesions were missed on radiologist re-evaluation, whereas all PI-RADS 3-5 lesions were visible. The invisible lesions were smaller than visible ones \( (P = .027) \). All but one \( (n = 29) \) of the visible lesions and all \( (n = 15) \) invisible lesions were at least partially located in the peripheral zone.

3.2 | MRI-invisible lesions harbor histological components closer to benign tissue than cancer

Representative examples of TMA histological sections from each study group are shown in Figure 1A and one section overlain with a segmentation mask used to calculate tissue areas in Figure 1B. We found no statistically significant differences in the frequency of histological variants between study groups. However, this might be due to lack of statistical power, since mucinous histology was twice as frequent in the MRI-invisible lesions compared to the visible group (Table 1). There were no statistically significant differences in the area occupied by epithelium or stroma between the cancer groups \( (P > .05 \) for both; Figure 1C, D), although the MRI-visible PCas seemed to have generally higher epithelial area, compared to invisible lesions. However, luminal area was lower in MRI-visible group compared to invisible PCa or benign prostates \( (P < .01) \), while no differences were found between invisible and benign groups (Figure 1E). Luminal area was also found to be lower in the aggressively behaving cases compared to indolent controls (Figure 1C-E) and low luminal area was associated with short MFS and CSS \( (P < .05 \) for both; Figure S2). We found no correlation between the tissue compartments and ADC (Figure S3).

3.3 | Differentially expressed genes based on lesion MRI visibility associate with prognosis

As expected, hierarchical clustering of all analyzed transcript counts showed separation of benign samples from cancerous ones \( (|\text{ARI}| = 0.87; \text{Figure 1F}) \), when the tree was split into two clusters. Visible and invisible lesions also formed subclusters, although they did not separate as clearly from each other as from benign, leading to lower ARI \( (0.34) \) when the tree was split into three clusters (Figure 1F).

In a differential gene expression analysis between the MRI-visible and invisible lesions, we identified 67 DEGs (Figure 1G). Of these, 24 were upregulated, and one downregulated, in visible compared to invisible PCa and had a linear direction of change in expression from benign to invisible and invisible to visible. We call these “linear pattern”, emphasized by yellow color in Figure 2. Furthermore, eight DEGs were similarly expressed \( (|\log_2(\text{fold change})| < 0.585/2) \) between invisible and benign but upregulated in visible PCa lesions. This pattern of gene expression we call “sigmoid pattern”, emphasized by purple color in Figure 2. The remaining 34 DEGs we call a group with “non-monotonical” gene expression pattern across the study
groups, emphasized by the gray color in Figure 2. In non-monotonical group, gene expression in the invisible lesions was downregulated or upregulated compared to both benign and visible PCa. In the non-monotonical pattern group, 26 DEGs were upregulated, and eight downregulated, in visible compared to invisible. The three DEG groups; linear, sigmoid and non-monotonical pattern, were considered in further analyzes, in addition all DEGs combined.

We studied the association of DEG expression levels and clinically relevant outcomes by analyzing MFS and CSS in the external case-control cohort (Table 2, Figure S4). Of the linear pattern DEGs, two were significantly associated with MFS, and three with CSS (P(adj < .05 for all). One sigmoid pattern DEG was associated with CSS (P(adj < .013). Finally, four non-monotonical pattern DEGs were associated with CSS (P(adj < .05 for all). The expression pattern of MRI-visible PCa was associated with poor prognosis in six of the eight DEGs.

3.4 Pathway analysis reveals mechanisms associated with MRI visibility

We performed Reactome pathway over-representation analysis, to identify biological pathways associated with MRI visibility (Figure 3). The linear pattern DEGs, upregulated in visible samples,
were over-represented in 13 pathways. Similarly, upregulated sigmoid pattern DEGs were over-represented in two pathways. The non-monotonical pattern DEGs upregulated in visible lesions were over-represented in 68 pathways. No pathways were identified based on downregulated DEGs in visible compared to invisible PCa. The pathways identified with the linear pattern DEGs were associated
Differentially expressed genes between MRI-visible and invisible prostate cancer lesions are associated with survival.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEG group</th>
<th>DEG</th>
<th>Survival (P_{adj})</th>
<th>Prognostic impact of upregulation</th>
<th>Expression in visible vs invisible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>HIST2H3C</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Upregulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THBS2</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Upregulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FGF9</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Upregulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigmoid</td>
<td>HIST1H3C</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Upregulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-monotone</td>
<td>HIST1H3H</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Upregulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CRLF2</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Upregulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOSB</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Downregulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NR4A1</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Downregulated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Only those, with statistically significant association with survival, after Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment for multiple hypothesis testing are shown. Abbreviations: DEG, differentially expressed gene; P_{adj}, Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted P value; PCa, prostate cancer.

with cell-cycle and proliferation. The sigmoid pattern DEGs were over-represented in inflammatory interleukin signaling related pathways and non-monotonical pattern DEGs in regulation of gene expression.

3.5 | Gene expression panels based on DEGs are associated with MRI visibility

Next, we established a benchmark of MRI visibility classification performance, by training RFs with all DEGs in visible vs invisible comparison (n = 67) as well as linear, sigmoid and non-monotonical pattern DEGs. In addition to DEGs, the clinical parameters GG, pathological stage and PSA were included as predictors. All models based on DEGs expectedly showed excellent classification performance (area under the curve [AUC] = 0.90-1) (Figure 4A), since the DEGs were chosen based on differences in expression between MRI-visible and invisible csPCA lesions. The clinical parameters improved prediction performance negligibly, and showed poor prediction performance alone (AUC = 0.60). ROC curves of panels without clinical parameters can be found in Figure 55A-C.

3.6 | Expression levels of genes in commercial prognostic panels are associated with MRI visibility

We sought to determine whether the expression levels of genes included in the commercial prognostic panels associate with MRI visibility of PCa. We visualized transcript levels of genes included in Decipher, MSK-IMPACT, Oncotype DX and Prolaris with heatmaps (Figure 56A-D). We also studied their ability to predict MRI visibility with RFs (Figure 4B). MSK-IMPACT showed the highest prediction performance (AUC = 0.94, CI = 0.83-1), while Decipher (AUC = 0.86, CI = 0.65-1) and Oncotype DX (AUC = 0.92, CI = 0.78-1) also showed good performance. Prolaris performed worse in this analysis (AUC = 0.64, CI = 0.2-1). Interestingly, three of the four panels showed high prediction performance, despite not sharing any common genes (Figure S7).

3.7 | Expression levels of MRI visibility-associated DEGs predict prognosis

Next, we studied whether our visibility-associated signatures were also associated with prognosis in a separate baseline-matched case-control cohort. RFs were trained to predict metastatic PCa and PCSD (Figures 4C, D and S5B-C). Linear pattern DEGs combined with clinical variables showed the highest metastasis prediction performance (AUC = 0.73, CI = 0.59-0.87). In PCSD prediction, linear (AUC = 0.65, CI = 0.47-0.83) and non-monotonical pattern DEGs (AUC = 0.66, CI = 0.49-0.83) combined with clinical variables showed similar performance. Again, the clinical parameters alone, were not predictive of either metastatic disease or PCSD (AUC = 0.54 for both). However, they slightly, but consistently improved metastasis, but not PCSD prediction performance.

Finally, we performed Kaplan-Meier analysis to validate RF classification results. Patients were stratified for survival analysis based on RF classification, and their ground truth MFS and CSS compared. Linear pattern DEGs combined with clinical parameters showed significant difference in survival between patients predicted to have metastatic and non-metastatic disease (P = 0.024; Figure S8A). Furthermore, predictions of non-monotonical pattern DEGs alone, or combined with clinical parameters, associated with CSS (P = 0.026 and P = 0.047, respectively; Figure S8B-C).

4 | DISCUSSION

MRI is increasingly applied to PCa diagnostics as a triage test and to target biopsies. However, there is an ongoing debate on whether systematic biopsies should be used in conjunction with TBx, since 9% to 24% of csPCA lesions are invisible in MRI. This also reflects the
uncertainty around focal therapy. However, little is known about the genetic characteristics and clinical significance of these MRI-invisible lesions. While clinical follow-up of the men with MRI-invisible lesions is the ultimate means of resolving this knowledge gap, no cohorts with sufficient follow-up time exist today. In our data, only a fifth of the patients with follow-up data experienced BCR, the first surrogate of poor prognosis. Therefore, we set out to study the MRI-invisible lesions on histologic and transcriptomic levels and linked our findings to a pre-MRI-era cohort to study survival. Our findings indicate that low luminal area is one of the histological determinants of PCa MRI visibility and is also associated with poor MFS and CSS. Further, MRI-visible lesions harbor transcriptomic features, which are also associated with shorter MFS and CSS, than invisible lesions. Taken together, our findings support TBx-only strategy for PCa diagnostics.

We first re-evaluated the MRI sequences and confirmed that the studied MRI-invisible lesions were truly invisible, and not missed due to poor radiologist performance. This per-lesion analysis is important as currently the invisible lesions may be overlooked in overall MRI-positive patients, in a per-patient analysis. We next analyzed the association of clinical variables, histology and MRI variables with the visibility status. As expected, lesion GG was associated with MRI visibility, similar to, for example, PROMIS trial. However, all lesions were GG2-3, and it has been shown that the proportion of Gleason grade pattern 4 in GG2-3 PCa is not the key determinant of MRI visibility. In-line with our results, a recent study showed that patients with MRI-visible GG1-2 lesions, had shorter treatment-free survival and higher risk of Gleason upgrading than those with invisible lesions. MRI-invisible lesions were, on
average, smaller than MRI-visible lesions. However, all invisible lesions were at least 14 mm in diameter (median 16 mm), which considering previous research should be large enough to be detected in MRI.

In concordance with our data is the post-hoc analysis of the PROMIS trial where most of the MRI visible- and invisible lesions were GG2 suggesting that other factors such as tissue composition play a role in MRI visibility.

Interestingly, and contrary to our findings, PSA-D has been shown to be associated with increased risk of MRI-invisible PCa in biopsies, in patients with additional MRI-positive lesions.

We next hypothesized, that the tissue compartment volumes, that is, the epithelial, stromal and luminal content in the MRI-invisible lesions was closer to benign, than that of visible lesions. We observed, that the amount of luminal space was lower and epithelial area was higher in MRI-visible PCa compared to invisible PCa, although the latter was not statistically different. This corroborates the
existing evidence of correlation between tissue compartment volumes and Gleason grades and ADC values and supports the hypothesis that MRI-invisible lesion are more indolent than MRI-visible lesions.\textsuperscript{26,28}

Of the PCa histological variants, the cribriform pattern and ductal PCa, have previously been associated with low conspicuity on prostate MRI\textsuperscript{19,29} although contradicting evidence also exists.\textsuperscript{20,30} Intra-ductal pattern has been linked with increased MRI visibility,\textsuperscript{20,31} but it also correlates with higher GG. In our cohort, there was only one lesion presenting with a cribriform pattern in the TMA, which indeed, belonged to the MRI-invisible group. On the other hand, the visible group had a lesion with ductal pattern. The major histological variant in our cohort was mucinous adenocarcinoma, which was twice as frequent in invisible lesions (53%) compared to visible ones.

Next, we sought to evaluate differences in gene expression of MRI-visible and invisible lesions and benign prostate as a surrogate to study the clinical significance of MRI-invisible lesions. Li et al. have previously identified a set of four genes linked to MRI visibility, progression-free survival and metastatic disease.\textsuperscript{32} Of these four genes, CENPF, and ALDH2 were included in our gene panel. We confirmed, that CENPF was upregulated in MRI-visible PCa, but it did not remain significantly associated with survival after multiple hypothesis testing adjustment. On the contrary, we failed to confirm the association of ALDH2 gene expression with PCa visibility on MRI. Although the identified genes associated with tumor visibility differ between the studies, the overall results are comparable, with the main finding being, that MRI-invisible lesions harbor a less aggressive transcriptomic profile. The limitation of the study by Li et al is, that the invisible lesions were GG1-2, whereas visible lesions were GG2-5 PCa. Therefore, the gene expression data may reflect more the transcript level differences between low and high grade PCa, not MRI visibility.

The studied NanoString CodeSet included transcripts previously identified to be genomic hallmarks of aggressive PCa, including PTEN (data not shown). We did not find significant differences in expression levels of PTEN between MRI-visible and invisible group (data not shown). PTEN loss is associated with lower ADC values in MRI, when GG is not accounted for.\textsuperscript{33} In the study by Switlyk et al, GG was negatively correlated with ADC, as was PTEN expression, which might reflect mainly differences in GG.\textsuperscript{33} In another study, PTEN expression was not associated with ADC, but with forward volume transfer constant, another quantitative MRI parameter.\textsuperscript{34} Again, GG was similarly correlated with PTEN expression, masking the role of MRI visibility.

Contrary to PTEN, to our knowledge, there is no evidence on the association of MRI visibility and other widely studied PCa tumor suppressor genes or oncogenes. In our data (not shown), ERG was highly expressed in both cancer groups. Androgen receptor (AR), which is downregulated in ERG-positive PCa, was downregulated in visible PCa compared to benign, but was not associated with MRI-visibility. Loss of AR is linked to MYC amplification,\textsuperscript{35} which we, again, found between benign and PCa, whereas no differences were observed between visible and invisible lesions. SPOP, which is downregulated or mutated in many cancers including PCa,\textsuperscript{36} was statistically significantly downregulated in MRI-visible compared to invisible PCa (P(adj) = .003), although it did not fulfill our log2(fold change) criteria for a DEG. Interestingly, both cancer groups overexpressed SPOP compared to benign. In vitro, PCa cells have been shown to escape SPOP-mediated inhibition of proliferation and migration by overexpression of CCNE1.\textsuperscript{37} Here, CCNE1 was identified as a DEG and MRI-visible lesions had significantly higher CCNE1 expression compared to invisible lesions, again suggesting less aggressive phenotype for MRI-invisible lesions. No differences in the expression levels of IDH1 or TP53 were found between study groups. We speculate, that these results are partially explained by our careful matching of the cancer groups and are more common in advanced PCa. Additionally, all studied PCa were localized and hormone-naïve at the time of RP, and none of the patients have developed castration-resistance or imaging-confirmed metastatic disease during the follow-up of 7.5 years. Thus, the analyzed RP tissues represent clinically early PCa.

Next, we set out to review the literature for our 67 DEGs that associate with lesion visibility in prostate MRI. A non-systematic literature review can be found in the Data S1. Several of the identified genes have previously been associated with aggressive PCa or other cancers. The upregulation or downregulation of these genes has been linked to, for example, high Gleason score, advanced stage, castration-resistance, neuroendocrine differentiation, short BCR-free, metastasis-free and disease-specific or overall survival in clinical cohorts. In in vitro cell models and mouse xenografts, several of the DEGs were associated with proliferation, epithelial-mesenchymal transformation, invasion and migration, metastasis, modification of antitumor immune response, angiogenesis and stromal reactivity. The expression pattern of majority of DEGs in our MRI-visible lesions was associated with poor outcomes or aggressive behavior in cell models in literature. The literature review was also in-line with our Reactome pathway analysis results, where the MRI-visible lesions had upregulated pathways related to proliferation, inflammatory cytokine signaling and regulation of transcription.

Finally, we hypothesized that transcriptomic risk stratification panels could classify MRI-visibility of prostate lesions, if visible and invisible lesions had different prognostic significance. Therefore, we analyzed the ability of publicly available transcripts included in the commercial risk stratification panels to classify MRI visibility as well as the prognostic value of DEGs. Decipher, Oncotype DX and MSK-IMPACT showed comparable MRI visibility classification performance with our DEGs and outperformed clinical parameters. Again, these data support the different prognostic significance of prostate lesions based on the visibility on MRI. Furthermore, DEGs chosen based on differences in MRI visibility are associated with patient important endpoints, that is, metastasis and PCa death, in an external cohort.

The major limitation of our study is comparison of MRI-invisible and visible lesions, instead of comparing completely MRI-negative patients to those with MRI-visible lesions. Because of this limitation, in addition to lack of follow-up during the MRI-era, we had to extract potentially prognostic features from the MRI-cohort, and use a pre-MRI-era cohort to test their impact on prognosis. Further, our benign controls have the limitation of being TURPs instead of RPs like the other study groups. TURPs are derived mostly from the central part of
the prostate, instead of the peripheral zone, which gives rise to most PCs. Further, TURPs do not contain conclusive evidence of lack of PCs outside of the resected tissue. To this end, we have confirmed, that none of the patients in the “benign” group, have been diagnosed with PCs to this day.

Since we only analyzed a panel of 800 transcripts instead of the entire transcriptome, it is likely, that there are additional genes contributing to MRI visibility, not captured by our analysis. Additionally, we studied a small number of patients, which reduces the statistical power of our results. Another limitation of our study, which is common to all the studies in the field, is the effect of heterogeneity of PCs. We showed that GG can vary significantly, when only a small section, such as a 1 mm TMA punch is considered, even if lesion level GG is matched. The TMA punches are representative of the amount of tissue used for bulk RNA analyses. Thus, intratumoral heterogeneity can generate sampling error even in a well-baseline-matched settings. To account for intratumoral, and intertumoral heterogeneity inherent to PCs, future spatial transcriptomics studies will be of significant interest. Further, more advanced historic image analysis techniques, such as supervised deep learning should be deployed in exploring differences between visible and invisible lesions in future studies to avoid possible bias in handcrafted selection of image features.

Although we have shown, that MRI-invisible lesions harbor less aggressive characteristics than visible lesions, they might still be drivers of prognosis in MRI-negative men. Promising techniques have been proposed to increase MRI-based detection of csPCa, including luminal water imaging (LWI), restriction spectrum imaging (RSI) and vascular, extracellular and restricted diffusion for cytometry in tumors (VERDICT). However, the only way to capture true clinical significance of MRI-invisible lesions is to systematically follow men with a completely negative MRI. Arbitrary GG criteria for clinical significance, for example, the ones used in the PROMIS trial, or transcriptomic signatures, such as ours, are merely a surrogate. To this end, our ongoing randomized population based PCa screening trial (ProScreen), which is powered for PCa mortality, will provide the clinical follow up needed. In ProScreen trial, 120 000 men are randomized to screening and control groups. Screening is based on PSA, kallikrein panel and prostate MRI. Men with a negative MRI will not be biopsied, and are instead systematically followed with repeated screening rounds.

Taken together, our results suggest that PCA tumor visibility on MRI is a net result of many genes, which are associated with increased proliferation, inflammation and regulation of transcription. This likely translates to different tissue compartment volumes between MRI-invisible and MRI-visible lesions. Our data, combined with the extensive literature review, also suggests that MRI-visible PCs harbor a transcript signature associated with more aggressive phenotype compared to invisible ones. Our results suggest, that in patients with a positive MRI, the additional MRI-negative PCs may not be the drivers of poor prognosis. Thus, sampling MRI-visible lesions with TBx should be sufficient for accurate risk stratification in localized PCs.
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